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For [in] six days the LORD made heaven and earth, the
sea, and all that in them [is], and rested the seventh day:
– Exodus 20:11a
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Contrary to what the theory of evolution says, the history
of life found in the fossil record does not show simpler
kinds of living things gradually becoming more complex.
Life appears suddenly in the fossil record. And the living
things found in the earliest rocks are completely
developed and well equipped for life.
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According to evolution, one of the greatest steps forward by living things was the
development of skeletons. The first evolutionary step toward skeletons started with
the development of calcium shells by marine creatures. Yet, the fossil record shows
that creatures with calcium shells simply appear fully formed, as do creatures with
internal skeletons. One question that troubles evolutionists is why creatures suddenly
decided they needed skeletons.
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Of course, the sudden appearance of fully formed, well-equipped life agrees nicely
with the Bible's claim that all life was created fully formed by God. When the
evidence from science agrees so well with the Bible, those who insist on evolution
do so only by faith – a faith that is against the Bible.
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Prayer: Dear Lord, in their pride, people rage against Your truth. Use me as Your
instrument to make the testimony of Your truth more clearly heard so that fewer are
lost to a false faith. Amen.
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Ref: "When life got hard." Science News, v. 138, Aug. 25, 1990. p. 120. Photo: Skeletons of a
human and a horse in a lifelike pose.
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